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Nowadays, it does not require buying a plane ticket if you become a more cultured person. It doesn't even require a break from work. You can expand your mind comfortably at home. To be cultured is to have a certain awareness of topics such as other societies, current political developments, literature and sciences.
Today, much of this information is available online. If you are looking for answers to the world and culture, you can browse in the category Culture. You will find that these answers focus on the bigger picture. If you want to move away from a local focus and move to a global perspective, these answers are perfect for you.
You will find one of the benefits of a strong general knowledge, is able to have a conversation with everyone. You will be able to refer to people who are similar to them and different from you. You are not only a committed interlocutor, but also benefit from keeping your mind sharp. With accessible and comprehensive
content, you can become an expert on all sorts of topics. For example, do you live in one of the 10 richest countries in the world? Have you ever wondered who are the richest people in the world? Answers to these and many more questions can be found at! Hong Kong has evolved from a fishing and commercial port to
the financial capital of Asia and an international business center that attracts international talent. Consistently the freest economy in the world via places like Singapore, New Zealand and Switzerland, growing companies benefit from laws protecting intellectual property and immigration policies that move in an ambitious
intellectual set. The city is home to three of the world's top 50 higher education institutions, as well as technology incubators such as cyberport and R&amp;D centers such as Hong Kong Science Park. From biotechnology to fintech, these institutions offer opportunities and resources for career development. Indeed, in a
2019 survey of expats conducted by HSBC, Hong Kong was ranked number one for career advancement. Hong Kong makes innovation accessible. Located at a global intersection, you can reach half the world's population in five hours or less by plane. Passing Victoria Harbor, you'll find the world's longest bridge tunnel
crossing, one of the busiest passenger and cargo airports, and the 26-km-long Hong Kong section connected to mainland China's high-speed rail network. Digital connections make the rest of the world easily accessible. Hong Kong's government is developing a world-class IT infrastructure that includes more than
34,000 free public Wi-Fi hotspots. The appeal isn't all business - Hong Kong is a vibrant Centre full of art, music and nightlife. From dragon boat racing and traditional Cantonese opera to contemporary art and Michelin-starred restaurants, Hong Kong blends Eastern and Western cultures into something completely
unique. Through its investments in technology, culture and talent, Hong Kong and its are ready to become some of the most influential players in the new global economy. Learn more about Asia's cosmopolitan city here. This article was commissioned by Brand Hong Kong by Quartz Creative and not by quartz editorial
board. ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you accept the use of cookies. Sort Featured Bestseller Alphabetical, A-Z Alphabetical, Z-A price, low to high price, high to low date, old to new date, new to the old Red Bull Revolutions In Sound website is beautifully designed by
Stinkdigital to create a place where people can remember the 90s club scene, and where current and new clubbers can discover music and club nights. Discover some amazing parallax scrolling sitesThe project uses some interesting technology. The biggest innovation in the project was the multiple data sources that
are automatically merged to be rendered in a hybrid screen and DOM structure, says Thomas Alisi, Stinkdigital Solutions architect. The build includes cross-references to APIs from Discogs, LastFM, SoundCloud, Freebase, Google+, with a custom CMS, AngularJS for the Model-View (MVC) implementation, and Pixi.js
with Box2D for the Canvas visualization area and the first use of the Google Picker API outside of Google+ - all designed in a device-asaciating way. Even if it uses crazy technology, browsers that don't support JavaScript or CSS3 can still get a thematically consistent experience. Text: Ros HornerThis article originally
appeared in Net Magazine issue 250 250
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